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Understanding economics is key to
understanding healthcare policy.
Zach Howell explains.
Greetings!
It takes something to admit that you don't know the answer. It takes even more to find out the
answer and understand it.
Zach Howell from the University of Delaware--BRI's second undergraduate student-- will be
attending Sidney Kimmel Medical College at Thomas Jefferson University in the fall. Zach took
it upon himself to understand just one emerging aspect of healthcare reform: Price
Transparency.
From this, he extrapolated a 3-part blog series explaining how various free market economic
principles are crucial to transforming healthcare to provide the best care to the most people at
the lowest prices.

The first two parts are published on BRI's website:

Part I: Economic principles drive the best healthcare delivery
systems
Part 2: The Socialist Incentive Problem in Healthcare

Dr. Beth Haynes addresses The
Conservative Forum of Silicon Valley
(CFSV) & is interviewed on The Right
Side public access tv program

Dr. Beth Haynes on Next Generation
Medicine

Dr. Haynes spoke in Mt. View, CA on January 10, 2017
to a group of almost 200 people. Her talk, Next
Generation Medicine, explained the results of
burdensome and often irrational regulations in the
healthcare industry that adversely affect doctors,
patients, medical staff and medical students.

Prior to her appearance at CFSV, she was interviewed on the public access tv program The
Right Side.

Click these links to watch:

Conservative Forum of Silicon Valley presentation
The Right Side Interview
BRI is grateful to The Conservative Forum of Silicon Valley for the opportunity to
introduce the community to BRI, and for their generous support of our recent Leadership
Conference in Saint Louis.

Do you recognize this date?
This is when your BRI membership expires! We hope that it's a date way out in the future. But
if it has already passed, please be sure to join up today!
If you have any questions about your membership please do not hesitate to contact Charlotte
at ccmonte@gmail.com.

Join or Donate Today!
We are inspired every day by the brilliant medical students who participate with us, often in the
face of really daunting obstacles like interference with free speech, intimidation and forced,
biased "electives."
We need to stay strong to help them stay strong. We can only do that with your support and
participation. Thank you for all you do.
In partnership,

Beth Haynes, MD
Executive Director
Benjamin Rush Institute
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